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MARK TWAIN IN BAYREUTH

A Fellow Missourian Describes The Famous Author’s Impressions

Many persons today still find much to
savor in the writings of Samuel Langhorne
Clemens (1835—1910), better known to
the world as Mark Twain. Most of his
books and stories are available in as many
as forty languages, and there are scholars
and critics who suggest that his Huclde
ben-y Finn and Tom Sawyer books, which
have been read by audiences everywhere,
are works which, in several ways, can be
safely termed ‘the all-American novel.’1
Not too many of Twain’s readers, how
ever, are equally familiar with some of
his essays which, if they still contain that
rare humor for which this native Missou
nan is known, also include a wrap of
serious thought. It is these writings, espe
cially those that made biting commentary
on the failings and shortcomings of the
human race, that brought world celebrity
to Twain. Even fewer of the public recog
nize that Twain was, in certain ways, an
opera lover, and more specifically, a Wag
neria& He had seen performances of the
Master’s works at the Metropolitan Op
era in New York, and he also voyaged to
Bayreuth to know Wagner’s works first
hand, and to bask in the unique ambience
that radiated outward from that city when
the summer festival was held.

It was in 1891 that Mark Twain made
thejourney to the Bavarian town to which
Richard Wagner had brought world re
nown.2 The performances that were sched
uled for that summer season were ten per
formances of Pars (fal, seven performances
of Tannhauser and three of Tristan mid

Isolde. This trip to Wagnerland was to
become a moving experience for the hu
morist and, thankfully, he did as any re
spectable author would do, he recorded
the highlights of his visit. Twain wrote
his thoughts in a journal-like essay, that
is, his reactions regarding all that he saw,
heard, and encountered in relatively small
Bayreuth. From the first words of his es
say, in fact from the title of his piece, the
reader knows that the subtlety of language
for which he was famed would be integral
in what he set down on paper. Twain
titled his workAt the Shrine ofSt. Wagner.
Once a modern-day reader makes his way
through this delightful writing he will no
doubt react by voicing the remarkable fact
that most of what Twain experienced in
Bayreuth and in the Festspielhaus at the
end of the nineteenth century is what the
Wagnerian encounters when he or she
attends the festival in the 21” century.

Twain starts his tale on August 2, 1891,
in Nurnberg. He writes that at the railway
station in that city his group saw a crowd,
a veritable innundation of persons, all
bound for Bayreuth-3 Each of these per
sons was intent on taking the train from
Nurnberg for the hour-long trip to the
Wagner town. Twain states that he had
never seen so long a train as this one, in
fact it was so long that all of thirty min
utes were required to board these “music-
mad strangers.” These individuals, he
wrote, had come “from the very ends of
the earth to worship their prophet in his
own Kaaba, in his own Mecca.’4

The humorist soon leamed the plight
of most of these people. They had no
tickets for the performances of Wagner’s
operas, and neither did they have arrange
ments for lodging, and restaurant reserva
tions were out of the question. It was this
chaotic scene and this information about
the travelers’ lack of basic necessities for
a journey to the Festspielhaus that re
vealed to Twain why there was always an
excess of requests for tickets to perfor
mances in relation to the number of tick
ets available. Twain advised any Wagner
buff “to cable” at least two and one-half
months in advance for tickets to the per
formances in the Festspielhaus, and to do
the same for lodging accommodations.
He cautioned his readers that the instant a
ticket becomes available in Bayreuth, it is
taken by the first person named on a list
maintained by the Festival administration.
As he pondered his advice, he made note
of this throng of people that had endured
some thirty to forty hours of railroading
throughout Europe, with all the inconve
niences and hardships that such a trip im
plies: worry, fatigue, financial impover
ishment, irregularities in daily living. Yet,
he adds, they come in endless streams,
driven by the force that Wagner had set in
motion with his musical works.

The performance the next day, Sun
day, August 3, 1891, was Parsifat.
Twain’s ticket to the performance had
cost five dollars, and almost as an aside,
he writes, “Seven hours at five dollars a

(Continued on page 3)

We welcome back Professor cord who gives us an amusing account of the always clever Mark Twain during his visit to the
Festspielhaus in 1891. Evan Baker writes of the history ofa very early and unusual film ofParsifal. Ruth Jacobs tells ofher
impressions at the recent Met Parsifal she follows with a penetrating interview with John Tomlinson.
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PARSIFAL FOR THE STAGE AND SCREEN
New York City, 1904

On 12 November 1904, an announcement
by the Edison Film Company appeaied in
the New York Clipper, a theatrical jour
nal, that a version of Richard Wagner’s
Po,s~fal. ‘based on the original dramatic
production,” was available for sale in a
cinematic form. This film was produced
by Edison Film Company and directed by
Edwin S. Porter, one of the great pioneers
in early American cinema. The origins of
the film lay in the history of the first
American performances of the opera and
the desire of the Edison Film Company to
capitalize on the popularity and notoriety
of the theatrical productions of ParsiJhl in
New York City at that time.

It is well known that Wagner never
intended to allow Pars (fill to be produced
outside of l3ayreuth as long as it remained
tinder copyright protection. Almost im
mediately after the first performances,
however, impresarios clamored for per
mission to perform the opera in their the
aters. Wagner refused all of their entreat
ies and blandishments. After his death in
1883 Cosima continued to withhold the
opera from performance anywhere else.
Performances outside Bayreuth were not
foreseen before the end of the copyright
in early 1914.

At that time, however, the works of
Richard Wagner were not protected by
American copyright. The United States
did not sign a treaty with Germany gov
erning copyright laws until 15 January
1892 and all of Wagner’s works prior to
that time consequently were in public do
main. Although Wagner’s previous works
were performed in the United States with
otit strictures, distribution of the printed
full score for Parsifal was tightly con
trolled by the Mainz publishing firm
Schott. Consequently, no outside impre
sario could copy the music and present
the opera on his own. But in late 1902
Schott blundered with their publication of
the pocketsized edition of the full score
for public sale, and without notices of
copyright.

Through this loophole, a golden op

portunity presented itself. Heinrich
Conned, managing his first season at the
Metropolitan Opera, announced his in
tention of staging the work during the
1903—1904 season. A flrcstorm of out
rage ensued. Although Conned was un
der no legal constraints and even offered
Cosima substantial sums in lieu of royalty
payments, Wagnerites were incensed that
he would defy the Master’s wishes. In
September 1903, the Wagner family took
Conned and the Metropolitan Opera to
the United States Circuit Court in New
York claiming violation of copyright. The
attorneys for the Wagner family sought
an injunction against the production of
the opera. Coverage of the lawsuit prolif
erated in the newspapers and weeklies as
well as in the musical and theatrical trade
journals throughout the United States.
Newspapers and scandal sheets avidly ic-
ported on the event and Cosima’s reac
tions with lurid headlines: “The Woman
Gives Up $1,000,000 for a Sentimental
Reason and is Thwarted by a New Yorker
Although She has had Her Way in all the
Rest of the World.” Editorials thundered
against Conned on moral and legal
grounds. Church ministers, fully ignorant
of the plot of the opera, fulminated against

the idea of the figure of Christ being pci—
sonilicd on a theatrical stage. The entire
event gained great notoriety, and it was
nicknamed by the Germans as Der
Gratcmith. The resultant fuss garnered
enormous publicity for the Metropolitan
Opera and ensured that the American pub
lic became most curious about the entire
affair.

During the court proceedings, Conned
continued to make his preparations for
the scheduled premiere. It was announced
that the settings and costumes were to be
closely modeled after the original 1882
Bayrcuth production by Paul Joukowsky
and the Bruckner Brothers. A great deal
of money and effort was spent in con
strticting the sets under the supervision of
Carl Lautenschliiger, who pioneered the
use of the stage turntable as a scenic de
vice at the Munich Court Opera. Anton
Fuchs, the first to sing Klingsor in
Bayreuth, and later stage director at the
Munich Court Opera, functioned as stage
director. An all star cast was engaged with
Alois von Burgstaller as Parsifal, Anton
van Rooy portrayed Amfortas, and Milka
Ternina sang Kundry. Felix Mottl was to
have conducted, but threatened with per-

(Continued on page 10)
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MARK TWAIN
Wontb,uedfrom page 1)

ticket is almost too much for the money.”
That afternoon Twain trekked to Green
Hill, to what he called “the Wagner
temple.” He had been warned that perfor
mances began promptly at 4:00 in the
afternoon, and, if he arrived late, he would
be forced to pay two dollars and fifty
cents “by way of fine.” Twain made cer
tain that he arrived at the Festspielhaus
much in advance of the four o’clock hour.

The famed author found the Wagner-
built theater more than merely interest
ing. He provides the reader with a vivid
description of the interior of the opera
house: seats and seating, stage, and decor
relatively as it is today. He was especially
impressed by the eighteen doors that
opened into the theater. He noted that
each of these doors provided for the en
trance of some 100 persons, quickly and
efficiently. Twain warned that a person
must enter the door whose number is in
dicated on the ticket if he hoped to find
his row of seats, and then his specific
seat5

The humorist marveled at the effects
that the interior lighting had on the audi
ence, when they were turned low, before
the start of a performance. Then, when
the house became totally dark, he sensed
a profound stillness, a silence that was
unlike anything he had known before. As
he later reviewed that experience, he con
cluded that those few minutes of singular
darkness, that time of total, solemn still
ness, were, without question, the best
preparation for one to hear music, a speech,
or to witness a spectacle. Then, as the
audience continued to sit in absolute si
lence, it happened! Out of the darkness
came the lush, rich notes of music, the
tones resounding sonorously throughout
the hall, and, as Twain writes, “from his
grave the dead magician began to weave
his spell about his disciples and steep their
souls in his enchantments.”

Twain writes that this opening music
was nothing less than exquisite, music
that was soft, deep, even mysterious. How
ever, the magic of that moment was soon
ended because, as he remarked, “then
came the singing.” Nothing, he writes,
can make a Wagner opera absolutely per-

fect and satisfactory to the untutored, ob
viously referring to himself, except to omit
the vocal parts, exclude all singing! To
bolster his thought, he adds, “I wish I
could see a Wagner opera in pantomime
once.”

If Twain found fault with the singing
in Wagner operas, he was also singularly
blunt when he considered the singers
themselves. In his mind, the singers
seemed to be stick figures, and he was
convinced of this thought because he knew
that there was not often anything for them
to do in a Wagner work, anything “that
one would call by such a violent name as
acting.” He writes that in this Parsifal
one would see two persons on the stage,
silent, one of them standing still, and the
other “catching flies.” Twain was not sug
gesting that this second individual was
really catching flies! Rather, he meant
that the actions and the movements so
described were really “the usual operatic
gestures which consist in reaching first
one hand out into the air and then the
other,” and that such action “...might sug
gest the sport I speak of if the operator
attended strictly to business and uttered
no sound.” His affection for the Wagner
sound was reinforced, however, when he
writes that he truly enjoyed this first act of
Parsifa1”... in spite of the singing.”

Twain had yet more to say about the
vocal aspects of the opera. There was
nothing in this performance of Parsifal,
he believed, that could be called rhythm
or melody. As he mentally reviewed the
act, he realized that only one person sang
and performed at a time, but it was “a
long time, too.” Then, he added, even
when a singer was what he called “noble
in voice,” it was always a high-toned voice.
The humorist says that the singer with
that voice “...pulled out long notes, then
some short ones, then another long one,
then a sharp, quick peremptory bark or
two—and so on This was not singing
in Twain’s mind. Rather, it was simply
practicing, the practice “of difficult and
unpleasant intervals.”

During the intermission, he strolled
about the grounds, watching others do the
same. He met and spoke with some fel
low-Americans. These attendees assured
him that he would come to love all of

Parsifal, after he had heard it several times.
Such seemed impossible, Twain reflected,
but it had to be true because “...the state
ment came from people whose word was
not to be doubted.” Twain does not iden
tify those individuals whose assurance he
apparently accepts.

The humorist from Missouri was
amazed at the numerous Americans he
met during the intervals between acts. He
found it difficult to understand why so
many would come from every corner of
the United States, inferring, of course, the
cost of such journeys and the time and
inconvenience involved, when in New
York one could see and hear the same
singers, and possibly the same orchestra6
It was during the intermission that Twain
carefully observed the members of the
audience as they walked about, convers
ing and carefully eyeing others who were
also gaping at the crowd. He remembered
that the ladies dresses “took the sun with
fine effect.” These dresses were pretty, he
thought, but he then added, “...neither sex
was in evening dress.”

There was one prominent concern dur
ing the forty-five minute intermission af
ter the first act that particularly distressed
him) Where could one purchase some
kind of food or drink? He remarked that
although there was a restaurant on the
grounds, that establishment could accom
modate only some 600 persons. And the
audience numbered 1800! The scene car
ried Twain back to the day at the railway
station in Nurnberg and many persons he
had seen there, all those weary souls who
were traveling to the Festival without ho
tel reservations, without arrangements for
food, even without tickets to the perfor
mances. Quickly, he harked back to the
present. To dine in the Festival restaurant,
he mused, one had to seek reservations in
the same manner as making lodging ar
rangements, cable months in advance!

The following day, Monday, August
4, 1891, was Twain’s day to attend a per
formance of Tannhauser. This work was
Twain’s single favorite and it was “an
opera which has always driven me mad
with ignorant delight whenever I have
heard it.” He writes that he had seen a
performance of the 1845 work when he
was a youth, and later at the last German
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season in New York.8 He states that he
had been quite busy the day before, and,
therefore, he decided not to attend the
performance that afternoon. Moreover, he
reasoned, the work would play again
within the week.9

About 5:00 that afternoon, Twain had
second thoughts about attending the
Taiuihauser performance. 1-Ic walked to
the Festspielhaus, arriving at the time of
the intermission between Acts I and II.
His ticket to the per
formance gained him
entrance to the
grounds. walking by
the policeman who
was stationed at the
gate in the chained
fence. He decided to
sit on one of the nu
merous benches, to
await the mtisie i ans,
Twain called them
‘buglers.” These were
the musicians who
played a musical
theme from the work
being performed as a
call for the audience to
return to its seats. The
first call was made fif
teen minutes before the
curtain was to rise on
the next act. A second
call was sounded a few
minutes later, as the
bugle’s, dressed in uni
forms, marched about
in military style.

Twain then makes
reference to an imperial princess who sud
denly appeared on the balcony above the
players of the theme music)° The attrac
tive lady was the daughter-in-law of an
emperor who soon realized that she had
made a wrong turn as she made her way
back to her seat. Twain was never too
favorable to royalty, believing such indi
viduals set back the clock of progress.
During the time that lie was living in Eu
rope he had witnessed several scenes when
the public and royalty had come together.
The sight of this royal personage opened
his writer’s liberty to set forth his anti-
view of European royalty. He admitted

that he could not understand the Euro
pean mentality which would wait for
hours, in the most inclement weather, just
to catch a glimpse—even a minute
glimpse—of sonic royal figure. He com
ments on the rapt emotion that the sight of
royalty occasioned in European citizenry.
The sight of the princess in the
Fcstspielhaus also gave Twain a natural
opening to make comment about one char
acteristic of the audiences in Bayreuth.

To set the scene, he describes a long loft
that rose immediately behind the regular
audience in the Festspielhaus. It was in
that area that royalty were regularly seated,
above and away from the audience. This
area is the site where Ludwig II was seated
as he watched the Ring during its initial
performances in 1876, and the area that
the princess was trying to reach. Twain
writes that at a time when most, if not all,
the members of the audience had arrived
at the assigned seats, they turned to view
the princely layout and to see whatever
royal personage was there. Referring to
the audience as it viewed the princess,

Twain states, “There is no spectacle any
where that is morepathetie than this.”
Now satisfied that they had seen the prin
cess, the audience members slowly turned
toward the stage, took their seats, and
then, as soon as the lights were lowered,
quickly became unaware of the outside
world, unconscious as it were, plunged
deeply into what Twain calls warship.

Twain’s remark about the European
audience at Bayreuth and its awe at roy

alty spurred the hu
morist to make add i—
tional statements ic—
garding these
Wagnerites. The
Bayreuth audiences,
he admits, are unlike
any he has seen else
where. They remind
him of the person in
the Arabian tale in
which all the inhabit
ants of the city had
been turned to brass,
and “the traveler finds
them, after eentu
ries,—mute, motion
less, and still retain
ing the attitude which
they last knew in life.”
Here, in Bayreuth, lie
wrote, the audiences

sit in the dark and
worship in silence.”
Twain then adds more
when he writes that
the audiences at the
Metropolitan Opera in
New York “...sit in a

glare, wear their showiest harness The
Met, he adds, has become a “showcase
for rich fashionables who are not trained
in Wagner ... but who like to promote art
and show their clothes.”

Twain’s next remarks about the per
formance concern the third act of
Tannhauser. Twain writes that he sat in
the dark for what seemed to be quite a
long time waiting for the performance to
begin. Finally, the hidden orchestra be
gan to play, and in time the curtain was
drawn aside disclosing a forest in the twi
light, a white-robed girl praying, and a
man standing nearby. Soon a chorus of

In 1891 Mark Twain saw this scene in Tannhauser at Bayreurh—fra..n a painting of
the scene by Max Bruckner
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men was heard approaching and singing.
He writes that from that moment until the
closing of the curtain, “...it was music,
just music—music to make one drunk with
pleasure, music to make one take scrip
and staff and beg his way around the world
to hear it.”

Later, after the performance, Twain
turned his thoughts toward Bayreuth it
self. In his eyes, the town was really a
large village. It offered little for the con
cerned traveler to see or do. It boasted no
large hotel, only the Sun and the Golden
Anchor (Goldener Anker).’2

Every day was like Sunday, he mused.’3
As for restaurants, there are a few, he
writes, “but they are small and bad, and
they are overdriven with custom.” Twain
adds that one must reserve a table well in
advance, and then, when you arrive, some
one else will be sitting there. For Twain,
who admits he likes to eat, it was a daily
scramble for life. He is quick to advise
those who come in the future to “... bring
your own dinner pail with you.”4

The Bayreuth offering on Wednesday,
August 6, 1891, was Tristan und Isolde.
Once again, Twain had an opportunity to
remark about the audience. Now he writes
that he has seen audiences of all kinds, in
theaters, at operas, and concerts and lec
tures and sermons and funerals, but this
audience, that was hearing some of the
most impassioned music ever written, had
no peer when the matter was fixed and
reverential attention. As he viewed mat
ters, it was “absolute attention and petri
fled retention.” There was not the slight
est movement, not the slightest sound from
the solid mass of heads and shoulders.
Twain adds that it seems that one is among
the dead, in the gloom of a tomb. He is
quick to add, however, “You know that
they are being stirred to the profoundest
depth; that there are times when they want
to rise and wave handkerchiefs and shout
their approbation, and times when tears
are running down their faces And, he
continues, one does not even hear any
sound until the last note of the music has
faded. As he sat in that hall of rapt atten
tion, he thinks that if one would like to
become famous, let him stand, and then
leave the house “in the middle of an act.”
Instant celebrity! Twain then comments

that when the music has ended, those
people rise “...with one impulse and shake
the building with their applause.” Tristan
und Isolde, he writes, broke the hearts of
all in the audience, all “who were of the
faith.” Twain confesses that he felt some
what out of place among these dedicated
Wagnerians. “I feel like the one blind
man whereas all the others see,” he writes,
“the one groping savage in the college of
the learned, and always during service I
feel like a heretic in heaven.”

Mark Twain attended each of the three
operas of the 1891 season at Bayreuth.
He then prepared to leave, “to cross over”
as he says it, into Bohemia that afternoon
Tuesday, August 12, 1891. He concludes
that his time in Bayreuth, the operas, the
audiences, the singers, the music, the good
and the bad, had been an extraordinary
experience in his life. The Wagnerian of
today will immediately understand what
Twain offers as a kind of summary to his
words about Wagner and his dramas. He
writes:

“The pilgrim wends to his temple out
of town, sits out his moving service, re
turns to his bed with his heart and soul
and his body exhausted by the long hours
of tremendous emotion, and he is in no fit
condition to do anything but to lie torpid
and slowly gather back life and strength
for the next service.”

Twain admits that he has never known
anything like the Bayreuth experience,
and, he concludes, “I have never seen
anything so great and fine and real as this
devotion.”

So it was in 1891. And so it is in 2001.

—William 0. Cord

I. Twain was born in Florida, Missouri,
and spent his boyhood years in Hannibal, a
town located on the banks of the Mississippi
River. It was these years and this locale that
would later serve Twain as the source and the
inspiration for his Hucklebeny Finn and Tom
Sawyer stories. Twain first gained national
literary prominence at the age of twenty-nine.
It was in 1864, while living in San Francisco,
that he wrote his famed tale The Celebrated
Jumping Frog of Calaveras County.

2. Twain had moved to Europe in 1891
where, he believed, he and his family of wife
and three daughters could live less expen
sively than in the United States. Twain had
spent large sums of money to purchase a pub
lishing firm which eventually declared bank
ruptcy, and he also lost heavily on his invest
ment to develop a typesetting machine which
later lost out to other similar machines. He
and his family, one daughter had died of men
ingitis in Europe, returned to the United States
in 1894, where he worked feverishly to pay all
his debts.
3. Twain does not identify any of those
with whom he was traveling.
4. The Kaaba is the building in Mecca
which houses the black stone so sacred to the
Muslims.
5. Certain newcomers to the Festspielhaus
can always be spotted when it is time to enter
the auditorium. Thinking they can reach their
seats faster by entering the door which has the
least number of audience members entering,
these individuals can readily be seen clumsily
trying to step over the rows to reach their row
or struggling through the entering patrons to
make their ways back to the door. The ar
rangement has not changed since Twain’s time.
6. Twain is no doubt referring to the nu
merous performances of Wagner’s music dra
mas at the Metropolitan Opera in New York
in the years prior to his trip to Bayreuth. Most
of these performances were conducted by
Anton Seidl (1850-1898), one of the first gen
eration of Wagner conductors. Seidl was con
ductor at the Metropolitan Opera during the
years 1885—1892 and 1893—1897. Under his
baton, five of Wagner’s music dramas were
premiered in the United States: Die
Meistersinger von Nurnberg — 1886, Tristan
und Isolde — 1886, Siegfried — 1887,
Gotterdliznmerung — 1888, Das Rheingold —

1889. During his years at the Metropolitan
Opera, Seidl conducted 340 performances of
Wagner’s operas. Seidl had received high
praise from Wagner whom he had helped pre
pare for the Bayreuth premiere of Der Ring
des Nibelungen.
7. The intermission between Acts 11 and
III was one hour in length.
8. To date, I have found no helpful infor
mation or data regarding Twain’s attendance
at a performance of Tannhauser when he “was
a youth.” His reference to his attendance at a
performance of Tannhduser during the last
German season in New York no doubt refers
to the 1884—1885 season at the Metropolitan
Opera. That second season for the recently
established company was under the direction
of Dr. Leopold Damrosch who directed that

(Continued on page 12)
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2001 — A PARSIFAL ODYSSEY
The Most Recent Performance of the Metropolitan Opera Production

Previously I reviewed this beautiful tradi
tional production of the Metropolitan
Opera’s Parsifal for LaimlorivE (Summer
1994) so, I will discuss the differences
between that performance and the one for
which I was astounded to be able to ob
tain a ticket on April 7,2001.

Levine still pauses between sections
of the overture, but in 2001 a cell phone
provides unfortunate continuo. Watching
the oichestra from my unaccustomed seat
in Dress Circle made the overture seem
less than its stated twenty minutes. While
John Tomlinson may lack the authorita
tive sonorous depth of Moll, his
Gurnemanz was heartfelt, as though he
had had to work much harder to achieve
wisdom.

Violeta Urmana was a wonderful
Kundry, young and beautiful with otit
standing German enunciation, making her
downfall more sympathetic. 1-lans Joachim
Ketelson sang Amfortas beautifully, his
voice high and clear. Gurnemanz shook
Kundry when he asks why she did not
help retain the spear. His words to the
esquires about Titurel were especially ex
quisite. Gurnemanz cradled the dead swan
in his arms while an esquire pulled out the
anow.

Domingo’s Parsifal is still a marvel.
No attempt was made to make him look
young, which made his innocence more
moving. Kundry’s seduction begins when
she brings him water after he faints. He
takes her hands and stares into her eyes.
Gurnemanz raises his arms as the grail is
uncovered and for once one could hear
and understand the Titurel of Raymond
Aceto. This Amfortas feels he is damned
and thus cannot perform the sacrament,
as should be the fourth cell phone user of
the day!

Gurnemanz and Amfortas both kneel
in front of the uncovered grail before
Amfortas collapses, then he reaches and
lifts it! I had never seen this done in a
production of Pars(fa? before (Mr.
Tomlinson told me this was Domingo’s
idea). All the monks take the sacrament,

but Amfortas and Parsifal refuse.
Domingo’s German enunciation has im
proved greatly since I last saw this in
1994.

hearechos of his Alberieh. Even Urmana’s
screams are musical. Von Kannen walks
a bit edgily down the stairs, as if still in
pain from his castration. The
Bltunen,nddchen s costumes have gotten
smaller—even some toplessones (painted

(C~o,ithiued on page 12)

In Act II, Gunter von Kannen as
Klingsor twirls a mirrored globe a Ia
Mephistopheles; as he curses, one can

John Tomlinson satig the role of Gurnemanz for the first time at the Met. Photo by
Winnie Klotz, courtesy Metropolitan Opera.
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MY JOURNEY FROM WOTAN TO GURNEMANZ
An Interview With John Tomlinson

rj: Mr. Tonilinson, Ihave hadthe plea
sure of seeing you in San Francisco, and
as Wotan in Bayreuth, andes Wotan and,
as 1 recall you also sang Hagen, in the
Ring in Berlitz in 1996.

JT: Idid,yes.

rj: And! have really one question for
you: tell me about your journey front
Wotan to Gurnemanz, and how you feel
about these gentlemen.

JT: Well, I think, to compare those two
parts, you are comparing two very differ
ent characters. Really, at either end of the
spectrum. One is incredibly active, the
Wotan is the cause of the whole story of
the Ring. Without Wotan ripping the
branch from the World Ash Tree, putting
his eye at the bottom of the Well of Wis
dom, thousands of years before Rheingold
begins, whenever that happens, if we do
not have Wotan taking that initiative and
starting that story and deciding to take a
grip of fate and to make things happen
and to control the World, whether you
think of that as someone controlling them
selves and achieving something for them
selves or whether you think of it as a
society or country achieved, whatever the
analogy is, Wotan does not let things run
their course, he takes control and he makes
things happen. And of course he makes
big mistakes, particularly in Das
Rheingold then he spends Walkure,
Siegfried and GOtterdatnmerung trying to
put right those mistakes. And in the end,
the World ends up pretty well as it started
before he came along. So he is an incred
ibly vibrant, passionate, active figure.

In contrast to that, Gurnemanz is a
very passive figure, I would say. Inciden
tally. as to when 1 have learned these
pans: Wotan came into my life in ‘87-88
when I first did my performances in
Bayreuth tn ‘88. Gurnemanz was later;
Gurnemanz came in ‘92 when I did it first
of all in the Harry Kupfer production with
Barenboim in Berlin. But Gurnemanz...

Incidentally, Hans Sachs, another part
which I love doing (which I first did in
‘93 in Covent Garden), lies somewhere
between the two in terms of activity and
passivity. Hans Sachs is involved in the
story of Die Meistersinger, and he chooses
to make things happen in favor of the
young people, for Eva and Walther. He
sacrifices his own hopes for Eva, because
he realizes the truth of the matter: that he
is too old, and although he can enable
things to happen it would be a mistake for
him to take Eva for himself.

But Gurnemanz, in a way, is yet more
passive, as regards the story of Parsifal.
The only actual action he takes in the
story is that when Parsifal arrives in Act I,
he recognizes that he could be the one,
“der reine Tor” that has been promised to
rescue the desperate situation that there is
in the Temple. So he recognizes Parsifal
as possibly being that chosen one. But
then, he casts him out, at the end of Act I.
He throws him out of the Temple, and he
says: ‘if you do not know what has been
going on in the Grail scene that you have
just experienced, you obviously are not
the one we are looking for, so off with
you.’

When Parsifal finally comes back in
Act III, and Gurnemanz takes part in the
blessing of Parsifai and of Kundry, and
crowning Parsifal, basically, giving him
the mantle of Amfortas and passing it on
to him. But apart from that, Gurnemanz
is... I do not mean to say he is passive in
character, because he is incredibly intelli
gent and in his own way a passionate
man, and he cares about the temple, he
cares about the Grail. In the first act, he is
almost an investigator. He is investigat
ing what has gone wrong with Titurel’s
first idea.

So also he is a narrator: He narrates the
story to the Knaben, the youthful knights
of the Temple. And he does not just nar
rate it without interest — he is like an
investigator: trying to find out. Titurel, at
the beginning, fought for good. And all of
a sudden, from nowhere, these angels of

God presented him with the wonderful
objects. And then Titurel built this Temple.
And then Klingsor wanted to join.
Klingsor, for some reason, which is a mys
tery, was banned, he was not let in. Was
that a mistake? Why did Titurel throw out
Klingsor, because from then on the prob
lems began. Perhaps Titurel, great leader
that he was, should have been more toler
ant; perhaps he should have been more
welcoming of someone like Klingsor. But
he cast him out.

And Kundry — the great mystery of
Kundry. Because the feminine has been
banned from the Temple, we have this
animal-like feminine presence there lurk
ing all the time. Does she have anything
to do with Klingsor’s beautiful ‘fit rchtbar
schoenes Weib” that seduced Amfortas
on that fateful night when the spear was
taken? So he is narrating, he is investigat
ing the story, and he is trying to find out
what has gone wrong. And then of course
when Parsifal comes in there is the pas
sionate pleading with Parsifal to under
stand the peaceful nature of the forest.
You do not go killing animals and birds.

But the contrast with Wotan, the ques
tion you asked, the contrast with Wotan is
that Gurnemanz is an observer, he is a
narrator, he is an investigator, he partakes
in the story, he enables certain things to
happen, but he is a long way from being
the center of the story. The story, prob
ably, would have unfolded roughly in the
same way if Gumemanz had not existed.
He facilitates certain things, but without
Gurnemanz the whole history of the
Temple would have been the same.
Parsifal would have arrived, he probably
would have been slung out. Gurnemanz
is peripheral to the actual story, even
though in the opera, Gurnemanz is abso
lutely central to the piece. Gurnemanz
binds the whole piece together, he is on
stage longer than anybody else, he sings
twice as much as anybody else, and the
whole world of the Temple is explained
by him and is embodied by him.
Gurnemanz’ whole life has been, from
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MY JOURNEY
(Continued from page 7)

his days when he was a teenager,
Gurnemanz was a, what is the term...

rj: A novice?

JT: Well this was before the Temple
was founded, he was one of Titurel’s
pages...

rj: Esquire.

JT: Esquires, in the battle that Titurel
was waging before the Temple was
founded, Gurnemanz was there the whole
time, his whole life has revolved around,
first, Titurel’s great struggle, and then the
founding of theTemple, and then the fight
against Klingsor’s magic powers, and then
in more recent years, he has endured this
great pain of the Temple’s decline, and
Amfortas’ inability to unveil the Grail.
And so his whole life has revolved around
the Temple; he embodies the whole
Temple, and the opera revolves around
him in that sense.

But, paradoxically, he is not directly
involved in the story, whereas Wotan, if
Wotan had not ripped the branch from the
Ash Tree, the story would not even have
begun, let alone continue. The story of
the Ring is Wotan’s story, it is Wotan
creating the story, making mistakes, try
ing to rectify those mistakes, with all of
those incredible, clever kinds of things:
creating Siegmund and Sieglinde, and the
Walkuren, Brunnhilde, and then the risk
of having Siegfried discover Brunnhilde
on the mountain top: all those things, this
great plan that he envisages, and then his
great struggle, the personal struggle that
he has in Siegfried and Gotterdanunerung,
to come to terms with his own death,
which he himself has planned. He has
planned his own destruction, in order to
save the World. But, of course, it is one
thing to plan it, and it is a painful thing to
accept it, and so Siegfried and
Götterdämtnerung are still about Wotan
coming to terms with that.

When anybody asks me about Wotan,
I always refer to Gotterdaintnerung, be
cause so much is described about Wotan
in Gotterdanunerung. We start out with

the Norns telling Wotan’s story, that is
when we hear about his taking the spear,
right at the very beginning, thousands of
years before. That is when we hear about
his recent preparations as he sits on the
throne in Valhalla waiting to be put to
death. He has stacked all the World Ash
Tree around Valhalla, and he is waiting
for the end, and when the end comes he
will plunge the spear into Loge’s breast to

cause the final conflagration. So we hear
about all of this from the Norns. Then
Waltraute comes on the mountain, of
course, and talks about Wotan’s state of
mind. Brunnhilde prays to the gods, she
talks to her father later on in the Ring. So
the whole thing is still revolving around
Wotan, right to the bitter end, right until
we see Valhalla going up in flames at the
end of Gotterddtnmerung.

rj: I would like to ask you, out ofcuri

osity. two questions about yesterday’s per
formance. I have never seen a petfor
uzance of Parsifal where Att~fortas actit
ally lifts the GraiL Was this Mr. Ketelson ‘s
idea? This was not in the Met’s produc
tion before.

JT: It was not in the production before.
It was an idea that came about during, I
think, the dress rehearsal or very late in
the rehearsal process. And I do not actu
ally know whose idea it was, but I think it
was probably a combination of Placido
Domingo and Ketelson. And the idea was
welcomed by the assistant director. I think
it is a most moving moment.

rj: Yes, it was. And the other one was
that I have never seen Parsifal wit/i so
much physicality, with so much touching.

JT: You mean Parsifal the opera?

rj: The opera itself and just as an
example of something that you did, you
embrace Kundry to awaken liem~

JT: Yes.

rj: She does not awaken, you try to
wake her. I have miever seen this done.

JT: I rock her like a child a little bit.
And yes, well, I suppose, that is partly
me, I am not a person who, on the stage,
is afraid of physical contact. On the con
trary. I think I am a very physical person,
I work physically, and I am not afraid to
be close to other characters on the stage.
You know, I think I owe quite a lot of that
in this regard to Harry Kupfer.

rj: (laughing) I was just going to say
that!

JT: I must say, because first of all, with
Gurnemanz, I think I owe Harry a lot,
because this thing of being the investiga
tor was Harry’s idea. The difference be
tween him being a narrator, and after he
goes through that first monologue, it is
like a speech. This happened, and then
that happened, and then we have this, and
Harry was dead against that. He said ev
ery sentence is: why did that happen, and

John Tomlinson

Born in Lancashire, England, John
Tomlinson has sung leading roles
with almost every major company
in the world. He sang Hagen in
San Francisco in the McEwen
Lehnhoff Ring in 1985. He received
rave reviews. A favorite at
Bayreuth, he has sung there every
year since 1988—when he was
Wotan in the Harry Kupfer Ring.
Besides being a marvelous singer
actor, Tomlinson is also a friendly,
down-to-earth human being. Dur
ing the 1988 performances in
Bayreuth, he took time to meet for
breakfast (at an outdoor cafe) with
about ten men and women from
The Wagner Society of Northern
California. Various members asked
him questions about many differ
ent topics to all of which Tomlinson
responded with unusual thoughtful
ness and intelligence and warmth—
he obviously has given a great deal
of consideration to understanding
and feeling his roles. Everyone at
that breakfast came away impressed
and charmed by Tomlinson.
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the battle—why did that happen? Klingsor
was thrown out—why? And Titurel built
the Temple, yes, around these objects he
built the Temple, and there
is a question about the
whole thing. And the
search for the truth, and
the searching for what has
gone wrong, because all
is not well, like the quote
from Hamlet:

rj: “Something is rot
ten in the State of Dcii
mark.

JT: “Something is rot
ten in the State of
Montsalvat.” The other
thing I am grateful to
I-larry for is the physical
ity. I have done the whole
of Wotan, the whole of
Gurnemanz, the whole of
1-lagen with him. Whole
scenes are built around
physical contact. I do not
know if you have seen the
Walkiire in that produc
tion, but Wotan and
Brunnhilde are closely in
contact, we aie actually
grappling with each other.

rj: Yes, you drag her
across the stage, Deborah
Polaski.

JT: Whole scenes are where they are
bunched up together.

rj: I thought that there was an incest
in the Bayreuth production, not so much
hi the Berlin production—what I call the
Environmental Ring.

JT: So I think that physicality, the close
ness, the grasping of each character to
gether, for minutes on end, and that con
tact, and this when Domingo, as Parsifal,
collapses at one point, Ijust hold him for
five minutes, and I could hold him for
half an hour, and there is no... sometimes
on the stage people are a bit polite, they
keep a good distance... (laughing) but,

evant but I was just cii rious ifyou noticed
it. Ekkehard Wlaschiha did something in
teresting. I do not know ifyou can see the
second act but..

JT: To be honest, normally I am just
resting...

rj: A well deserved resting. He walked
like he was walking on eggs, and! thought,
he is still in pain from his castration. He
was not limping when he came out for
curta in calls, it was not a real limp, it was
somnethmg that he was doing.

JT: That sounds good to me, but I am
afraid I cannot comment. Regrettably, I
have always been lying down and gather
ing strength, in Act II.

rj: I want to thank you; your peifor
mnance, as I said, had me in tears. This
was afantastic pemformnance.

JT: Thank you.

rj: I had no idea that I
would be able to see it,
and you particularly, lily
comment was that I felt
the way you play the char
actem; it seems to tue that
you had to work much
harder to gain the wis
dom that you have, than
other singers I have seen
petform the ivIe.

JT: Yes. I do not
really believe in... like
when I play Hans Sachs,
some people say that I-Ians
Sachs is a wise sage, and
you know these people are
men — or women — they
are human, they have
weaknesses, they are not
perfect, they are not per
fectly wise, they do not
know everything, and
they are not super-human.
Gurnemanz, or Hans
Sachs. Wotan, of course,
is something else...

rj: (laughing)

JT: But Hans Sachs and Gumemanz
are people trying to make sense of life
and the World and trying to make things
better.

rj: Thank you.

Backstage at the Metropolitan Opera,
Sunday April 8,2001.

—Ruth C. Jacobs

you know, I do the same with Kundry.

rj: One last question, not really mel-

Tomlinson is a distinguished Wotan, Hagen, Titurel, King Mark and Sachs,
He performs many other roles outside of the Wagner works, as well.

*
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STAGE AND SCREEN
(Continued froni page 2)

manent banishment from Bayreuth, he
withdrew. Alfred Hertz, another veteran
of Bayreuth, was appointed in his place.
(Cosima was infuriated with Hertz,
Burgstaller, and Van Rooy and banished
them from appearing again in Bayreuth;
later she relented with Burgstaller.) On
24 November 1903, the federal court de
nied the motion by the Wagner family
for an injunction against the production
of the opera. The court ruled that it had
no jurisdiction in the case due to the fact
that the United States was not a signatory
to the international copyright convention
at the time of the 1882 premiere of the
opera.

Parsifal was presented at the Metro
politan Opera fittingly enough at Christ
mas Eve on 24 December 1903. The pre
miere received front page coverage in all
of the major New York City newspapers.
“Vast Throng Hears Parsifal... Broadway
Thronged with the Carriages of Well
Known People... Music Lovers Out in
Force,” reported the New York Tribune.
The Tunes trumpeted “Par4’al a Triumph

Production unrivaled in History of Op
era in New York... Immense Audience,
Deeply Impressed with Wagner’s Festi
val-Play, Listens Breathlessly throughout
the Performance.” The New York Coin
inercialAdvertiser solemnly reported that
“Pars jIhI is Neither Blasphemous nor Sa
cred but Intensely Medieval.” The New
York City police department was brought
in to control the large crowds gathered
outside the Metropolitan Opera House.
The performance was a great success, and
it enjoyed a run of twelve performances
during the remainder of the 1903—1904
season with eight more performances in
the following season.

Not far behind, spoken dramatic ver
sions of the opera followed. During
March, 1904, several advertisements in
the New York Dramatic Mirror announced
the availability of Parsifal as a spoken
play with an orchestral accompaniment.
In 1904, productions of the spoken play
were indeed staged. Corse Payton, a popu
lar actor and comedian based at the Lee
Avenue Theater in Brooklyn, decided to
present a production of Pars~fal, but in

his own manner. In February the Brook
lyn Eagle reported:

Several dramatic versions of
[Parsifal] with merely incidental
music by Wagner are in prepara
tion and one such was launched in
1-Iartford last week, with Adelaide
Fitz-Allan as Kundry, and with
other dramatic, but not singing, ac
tors in the cast. This sort of thing is
precisely in Mr. Payton’s line,
which is the popularization of the
high class drama at reasonable
prices.

Once more the Brooklyn Eagle noted:
Corse Payton will throw the

mantle of distinction over Brook
lyn this week. Mr. Payton will give
Parsifal for 50 cents at his Lee Av
enue theater. Of course, Wagner’s
music will not be the chief feature
of the production.... His Parsifal is
a play with only incidental music,
but apparently Payton intends to get
a good deal more of Wagner into
his work.... He has hired a chorus
from the Metropolitan Opera [along
with] a boys chorus. With these
forces it will be possible to sing all
the choral music of the Grail
scene.... An orchestra of twenty
musicians is announced, and the
play will be given in many more
scenes than the opera.
The Brooklyn production of Parsifal

premiered on 13 March 1904, and played
for two weeks of sold out performances at
the Lee Avenue Theater. That this pro
duction was based directly on the Metro
politan Opera’s is confirmed in a lengthy
review in the Brooklyn Eagle two days
later:

The [production] is a dramatic
version of the opera, with spoken
text and only incidental music from
the score played by the orchestra.
For this purpose, however, this ver
sion uses the complete text of the
play in the Corder translation, which
is blank verse with occasional
rhymed passages, with few cuts and
without rearrangement of scenes.
the blank verse which is sung to
recitative in the opera is spoken, in
a good many of the more striking

passages to an orchestral accompa
niment reduced from the original
score to suit an orchestra of eigh
teen men.... The settings and cos
tumes were copied from those used
at the Metropolitan Opera Flouse
and well copied.... The hall of the
Grail is cramped on the small stage

But all the accessories are faith
fully used, the Grail turns red at the
proper moment ... Even the wither
ing of the garden at Parsifal’s defi
ance was effective, although no at
tempt was made to do it in one
scene. A curtain was lowered for a
moment, while the floral drops were
yanked off, and then quickly raised,
showing the mountains of virtuous
desolation.
In the summer of 1904, the Edison

Film Company decided to capitalize on
the great public interest in the opera. Edwin
S. Porter shot the film in Brooklyn, New
York and starred Robert Wittier in the
title role and Adelaide Fitz-Allen as
Kundry. For the film, the opera was dras
tically shortened, and used only eight key
scenes in addition to an elaborate curtain
to depict the tide of the work:

1. In the woods
2. Outside the Temple
3. Interior of the Temple
4. Exterior of Klingsor’s Castle
5, The Magic Garden
6. Ruins of the Magic Garden
7. Return of Parsifal
8. Parsifal Ascends the Throne
The first scene, “In the Woods,” was

constructed specifically as a prologue
which depicted the life and activities of
the Knights of the Grail with the material
taken from Gurmanenz’s narratives in the
first scene of the opera itself. Herzeleide
and the young Parsifal make an appear
ance, as does Titurel who anoints Amfortas
as King of the Grail. The seduction of
Amfortas is depicted with Kundry and
the Flowermaidens, along with his subse
quent wounding by Klingsor and the loss
of the Spear. This, and with the insertion
of a Mephistophelean character as the fig
ure of Evil in the scenes with Kundry and
Klingsor, was used as a bridging device
to make the plot of the drama more com
prehensible to audiences who had no
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knowledge of the opera. The acting was
simple, direct, and with a minimum of
stylized movements, although for today’s
eyes they resemble stereotyped grand op
eratic gestures such as the hands on the
breast to express profound emotion or
clutching one’s hair to represent despair.

Filmed as if the viewer was observing
a reproduction of a stage production, “stop
action” photography was used for special
effects such as the sudden and magical
appearances of Kundry in Klingsor’s
castle. Other effects included the glowing
of the Grail during the ceremonies in the
Temple and the illumination of the tip of
the Spear upon Parsifal’s return and in the
final scene of the opera. The painted scen
ery, particularly for the interior of the
Temple, consisted primarily of two wings
and one large backdrop. The forest scene
for the “Return of Parsifal” included not
only Gurnamenz’ hut, but a woodland
fountain that functioned fitfully upon the
arrival of the pure fool. The costumes
appeared to be faithful replicas based upon
the original production at the Metropoli
tan Opera.

In striving for this simplicity, the main
objective was to render the film visually
as comprehensible as possible. Technol
ogy was not available until about 1908
which would offer sound reproduction si
multaneously to the visual events on the
screen. Without prior knowledge of the
plot and the lack of a musical soundtrack,
the film makes no sense. No “dialogue”
appeared on the screen during the film?
Consequently, the Edison Company in
cluded “a complete illustrated lecture...
and a musical score for the piano” with
the sale of the film.

Beginning 12 November 1904, the re
lease of Pars~fal was heavily promoted
with large advertisements in the theatrical
trade Journal, the New Yor* Clipper. The
film was trumpeted as “specially posed
and rehearsed [with] identical talent, scen
ery and costumes used in the original dra
matic production.” In comparison with
other films from the same era, the length
of the original film was an extraordinary
1,975 feet, with a running time of ap
proximately 27 minutes. The film, com
plete with the illustrated lecture and mu
sical accompaniment, was priced at an

expensive $335.
The exact identity of the “original dra

matic -production” cited in the New York
Clipper advertisements and a 1906 Edison
catalogue description remains unknown.
The settings in the film are closely related
to those of the Metropolitan Opera pro
duction, which in turn are derived from
the original 1882 Bayreuth production. It
is possible that the settings were based on
Payton’s Brooklyn production. Several
clues may give this some credence. In
addition to the specific observations of
Payton’s production of Parsifal, a later
article, also in the Brooklyn Eagle, dis
cussed the Pars ~fal mania: Parsifal in tents
is a possibility and Parsifal at Coney Is
land [during the summer] a probability....
The Payton scenery will be available then,
many of the chorus singers who appeared
at the Metropolitan Opera House will be
out of work and the possibility of a pro
duction which should give at least se
lected scenes from the craze of the day is
obvious.

his certainly possible Porter may have
used generic settings for the forest scenes.
The Temple scenery, Klingsor’s Castle
and the Magic Garden were probably from
Corse Payton’s company. The film
showed a cramped setting for the Temple
and Klingsor’s Castle, and the Brooklyn
reviews noted that Payton’s production
was cramped as well. It is highly unlikely
that the production from the Metropolitan
Opera itself was used due to the large size
of the settings required to fill the stage of
that theater.

The film apparently was not a success.
The Edison Film Company gambled that
the Pars(fal mania was still in the mind of
the public. The first advertisements played
heavily on the fact that film was being
released at the same time there were two
productions of the opera playing: the Met
ropolitan Opera and a version in English
at the New York Theater presented by the
impresario Henry W. Savage. The film
appeared never to have received a review
in any of the newspapers or theatrical and
film journals. Sales were disappointing.
According to the Edison Film Company
financial records, only sixteen prints of
the film were sold by the end of February,
1905. The religious element inherent in

the film was not used as a marketing tool
until the following year. In the 1906
Edison film catalogue, Parsifal was ad
vertised with an introduction and synop
sis in an entry of an extraordinary length
of three and one-half pages:

In Parsifal we offer the greatest
religious subject that has been pro
duced in motion pictures since the
Passion Play was first produced by
the Edison Company... and there
has been a constant demand for this
picture during all these years, and
continuing even up to the present
day. At the same time there has
been not only a demand, but a long
felt want for a new religious picture
of interest and merit similar to the
Passion Play. In Pars(fal we be
lieve we have filled this want. A
large amount of time, labor and
money has been expended in pro
ducing this picture. The picture was
specially posed and rehearsed for
motion pictures. The same talent,
scenery and costumes used in the
original dramatic production were
used for taking these pictures, the
company having played Parsifal the
entire season of 1903.
But by the time the film was released

the Parsifal craze had subsided, and the
public interest in the topic had since di
minished.

The film Parsifal is unique as a his
torical document. The original paper print
was deposited for copyright purposes in
the Library of Congress on 13 October
1904, and it is the only known copy of the
film. A duplicate copy for archival pur
poses was prepared in 1957 by the Ameri
can Academy for Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences in Los Angeles and is available
for public study. The accompanying “il
lustrated lecture and music” unfortunately
has not survived. As a cinematic docu
ment alone, it is admittedly a minor one
in comparison to other more well known
works by Edwin 5, Porter, such as The
Great Train Robbery or The L(fe of a
Fireman. But the film is valuable for a
study of the business, theatrical, cultural,
and popular tastes in New York City at
the turn of the twentieth century. More

(Continued on page 12)



MARK TWAIN
(Conti,zuedJ)u,n page 5)

each opera that season, in addition to
Tannhijuser, be sung in German: Le I’rophète,
Guillanse Tell, La Juive, and La Mite/fe tIe
Port ice. It was on November 17, 1884, under
the baton of the celebrated Wagner conductor
Anton Seidi, that Tannhiiuser (Dresden Ver
sion) was performed. ‘the Paris version was
not premiered at the Metropolitan Opera until
January 29, 1894, two and one-half years after
Twain makes his pilgrimage and writes his
Bayreuth essay.
9. Assuming that Twain had to purchase
a ticket for that next performance, his state
ment seems to contradict his earlier remarks
about the scarcity of tickets to a Bayreuth
performance and the need to make requests
more than two months in advance. Perhaps he
knew that his celebrity stood him in favorable
light in the eyes of the Festival’s administra
tion, whom he called “Madame Wagner.”
10. This is the balcony at the front of the
Festspielhaus on which the musicians of to.
day stand to play the music that is both a call
for the audience members to return to their
seats and the end of an intermission. This
balcony serves as a cover for what was at one
time the special entrance to the Festspielhaus
for royalty.
II. The royal box in the Festspielhaus no
longer exists.
12. The Goldener Anker, located at
Openmtrasse 5, near Richard Wagner Strasse,
is still in operation today.
13. Twain is probably recalling the Sun
days of his youth in 1-lannibal, Missouri, a day
which most if not all businesses were closed
and mid-day church services were customar
ily obligatory, and usually the town’s only
activity,
14. It is obvious that Twain was unaware

of the cnnditions that Wagner stipulated re
garding the location where he would build his
theater, and the kinds of inhabitants who must
reside in the region. And, of course, it was the
composer himself who chose Bayreuth as the
town that best met his requirements. Wagner
was in Vienna, in 1863, when he stipulated in
writing the conditions for location of his opera
house. That document became the “Preface”
to the 1863 publication of his poem Der Ring
des Nibelungen, and was included in Volume
VI of Richard Wagner. Gesoinnielte Schriften
ittid Dichtungen (Richard Wagner. Collected
Writings and Poems). The translation into En
glish of this short piece was made by William
Ashton Ellis, in 1894, in Volume III of his
eight-volume set titled Richard Wagner’s
Prose Writings. T\vain did not read Gennan
all too well and the English translation was
published three years after his experience in
Bayreuth.

A PARSIFAL ODYSSEY
(Continuedfront page 6)

on, I think). Domingo certainly seemed
enthusiastic—he touched them back.
Kundry’s costume too has changed—she
is in red. Parsifal seems less enthralled by
her than by hearing his name. Urmana’s
seduction is more vocal than physical.
Very long and mutual “Liebe ersten
Kuss”—he embraces her. At “Ain-fo,-
las—die Wunde” Domingo gasps—not for
air but for effect, which is stunning. He
almost kisses her again, since her suffer
ing on failing to seduce him is so pal
pable. Parsifal’s catching the spear is, as
always, magical, and I am pleased to re

port that no cell phones went off during
the second act.

By Act III, Tomlinson’s Gurnemanz
has aged believably. I-Ic embraces Kundry
to awaken her and obviously has a deep
affection for her; perhaps he has had some
involvement with her in the past.
Domingo’s Pai-sifal too has aged—his hair
is now grey. He kneels as he plants the
spear and removes his helm. Gurnemanz
is astounded: he kneels and weeps.
Gurnemanz embraces the spear and
Parsifal—there is a great deal of physical
touching in this performance: a lot of love.
The look on Domingo’s face as he is
baptized is ethereal; as a Catholic it must
have affected him deeply. Amfortas cov
ers his ears at win letzren Male and his
eyes at the sight of the grail. I am Jewish;
it is Passover, yet I am weeping at the
Good Friday spell. This has truly been a
Zaubersanistag and, like the heil ge Spec’,
I wish I could go zuruck.

STAGE AND SCREEN
(Continued from page II)

—Ruth C. Jacobs

importantly, the film Pars~fal, being
among the earliest films based on the genre
of opera, offers the opportunity to ob
serve the staging practices of not only
early motion picture production, but those
in the genres of opera and theater as well.

—Evan Baker
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